
2. Career Counselling 

BBSBEC takes services of renowned companies viz., Mindtree Education Pvt. Ltd. and Triniti for 

the career counselling and development of soft skills of the students. The College gives 

significant preference to the conduct of various awareness programs and Expert lectures for the 

career counselling of students. 

Contact Person: 

S. Rupinder Singh, Coordinator, Training and Placement Cell. 

E-mail: rupinder.singh@bbsbec.ac.in 

Contact No.: 8360532832 

List of some of the events conducted is as follows: 

2 (i) Expert Lecture on "Career Guidance and Counselling" 

The Department of CSE organized an expert lecture on the topic "Career Guidance and 

Counselling" on 27-03-2019. This lecture was delivered by Dr. Deepak Bhutani who is the 

director of EME, Sec. 34, Chandigarh at the seminar hall. Dr. Bhutani guided the students about  

various Career options available worldwide.  
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2. (ii) Interactive Session on Higher Education Abroad 

Connexio Inc. US based company visited BBSBEC on 13th November 2018 to have an interaction 

with all the students. Connexio is a mobile app that matches students who want to pursue 

Master’s or PhD degrees in US universities using Artificial Intelligence. 

 

 

 



2. (iii) One Day session on preparing students for Job Interview through ICT 

Education and Educational Management Department of NITTTR, Chandigarh organized a one 

day training programme on ‘Preparing Students for Job Interview through ICT for students of 

technical institutions on 28th September, 2018. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



2 (iv) Expert Session for Career Counselling 

With aim to aware the newly admitted students about their career planning, life skills and the 

importance of communication skills, an expert session was conducted on July 24, 2019 by an 

eminent speaker, Ms. Mahi Singh. She emphasized upon career planning and the importance of 

communication skills. Her extra ordinary skills affected the students and motivated them to 

enhance their skills and self confidence. 

 

 

 



2 (v) National Mathematics Day 

BBSBEC celebrated National Mathematics Day in college campus on 27-29 March, 2018. As part 

of the celebrations various activities including the Quiz Competition, Essay Writing Competition 

and Poster Designing Competition were also held. Around 200 students participated in the quiz 

competition which was based on curriculum, general mathematics, history of mathematics and 

mathematicians. Simranjeet Singh stood first in the competition while Manan Gupta and 

Mehakdeep Kaur secured second and third positions respectively. Prof. Mohinderpal Kaur and 

Prof. Harleen Kaur informed that they received 25 entries for the essay competition on the 

three topics – Life and Contributions of Ramanujan, Role of Mathematics in Science & 

Technology and Contributions of Indian Mathematicians. The experts commended the 

participants on their efforts for writing the essays for which they referred to numerous text 

books. Mehakdeep Kaur was awarded the first prize for essay whereas the second and third 

positions were bagged by Simranjeet Kaur and Karamveer Singh respectively. In poster 

designing competition with the theme – Mathematics and its Applications, Jashandeep Singh 

prepared the poster on the Golden Ratio rule and depicted how it has been used in the 

constructing the historical marvels and won the first prize in the competition. The second prize 

was awarded to Palak Gupta whereas Simranjeet Singh and Harwinder Singh were declared the 

joint winners of third prize. 

Dr GS Lamba, Principal welcomed the resource persons, Dr Vikas Bist, PU Chandigarh and Dr 

Sargam Wasu, GGDSD College Chandigarh, and talked about Ramanujan's works whose works 

in Number Theory were beyond those times and till date researchers are working hard on the 

theories that he proposed. Dr Vikas Bist, while addressing the faculty and students, explained 

that the concepts of Algebra could even be learnt using the graphical or pictorial techniques 

and that understanding Mathematics is not as difficult as it has been made out to be. Dr Sargam 

Wasu started her talk with a case on Aero Modelling and how the airplane system is governed 

by the partial differential equations and thus establishing that the real life systems are 

controlled by one or the other mathematical system. She also discussed the importance of Pure 

and Applied Mathematical concepts and the significance it gained while dealing with the real 



life situations which the engineers posed. Both the experts lauded the efforts of the students 

and faculty for celebrating the day with such zeal. The celebrations also included various 

Mathematical Games and rapid round quiz sessions coordinated by Prof. Pardeep Kaur and 

Prof. Jagmohan Kaur. Faculty and students enjoyed being in competition with each other the 

fun based activities. Immediately after prize distribution ceremony, Dr. Amritbir Singh, Head of 

the Department, in his concluding remarks, emphasized the need of articulate methods of 

learning Mathematics as some students study with the preset notion that Mathematics is a 

difficult subject whereas some easier techniques need to be followed by the teachers and 

students to make it interesting and understandable.  

 

 



 

Dr. Vikas Bist delivering his lecture on National Mathematics day 

 

Dr Sargam Wasu delivering her lecture on National Mathematics Day 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 



2 (vi) Auditorium Session on Setting Goals 

 

An Auditorium Session on Setting Goals was conducted on Thursday 04 August, 2016 by Col. 

Urvinder Singh who is a Senior level Leadership Trainer and has 30 years of experience with 

Army and United Nations. Col. Singh emphasized the students to set their goals and then work 

hard to hard to achieve their target and he discussed the requirement of different MNCs and 

also explained in detail on how to join Armed Forces. 



For details of various events organized in the college regarding Career Counselling, please see 

the link http://bbsbec.edu.in/naac/PDP-PEP.pdf . 
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